Fun and functional. The Pind board activates walls with a peg and shelf system that is ever-changing based on your creativity. Simple locking pins support shelves or hanging elements to personalize spaces or for creating focal points in a café or meeting space. Ignite your imagination towards walls with Pind.
Pind

Features
- Painted birch plywood peg boards
- Pegs are solid white oak
- 1” Diameter peg opening
- Pegs lock in place with a twist
- Shelves are solid white oak

Options
- Shelf
- Pegs

Full product information
View or download the online price list for complete specification information and statement of line.

Statement of line

Peg board
PND-3232PB
w32” d1.25” h32”

Peg board
PND-3636PB
w36” d1.25” h36”

Peg board
PND-6032PB
w60” d1.25” h32”

Peg board
PND-8432PB
w84” d1.25” h32”

Pegs
PND-PBP
w5” d1” h1”

Peg board shelf kit
PND-1405PBSK
w14” d5” h0.75”

Peg board shelf kit
PND-1805PBSK
w18” d5” h0.75”

The OFS Design Studio represents a collaborative effort of dynamic backgrounds and geographic origins among industrial design and engineering teammates with one thing in mind…people. Pencil sketches, 3D printed parts and rough prototypes serve as the journey to fine tune the last 10% so that people can feel the difference between good design and great design. Our goal is to deliver design value in a very intentional way where products are simple, personal and purposeful.

OFS Design Studio
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